India International Forum of Cardiology
Cardiology Summit 2004

Announcement

India International Forum of Cardiology is organizing Cardiology Summit - 2004 from 13th to 15th February 2004 at Hotel Taj Lands End, Mumbai.

For further details, please contact: Dr. SB Gupta, Organizing Secretary, Head, Department of Medicine and Cardiology, Central Railway Headquarters Hospital, Byculla, Mumbai 400 027.
Ph.: 23717246 (Hosp), 22624556, (R) 22651044 (Fax), Mobile: 09821638617/09821364565, E_mail: subgupta@vsnl.net.

Dr. Brian Pinto, Secretary General, India International Forum of Cardiology, 101, Belle Vue, Perry Road, Bandra (W), Mumbai 400 050.
Ph: 26558080/26558686, Fax: 26408787, Mobile: 09820054913, E_Mail: shen@vsnl.com

Sd/-
SB Gupta